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Abstract
We present a unifying framework for designing
and analysing distributional reinforcement learn-
ing (DRL) algorithms in terms of recursively es-
timating statistics of the return distribution. Our
key insight is that DRL algorithms can be de-
composed as the combination of some statistical
estimator and a method for imputing a return dis-
tribution consistent with that set of statistics. With
this new understanding, we are able to provide
improved analyses of existing DRL algorithms as
well as construct a new algorithm (EDRL) based
upon estimation of the expectiles of the return
distribution. We compare EDRL with existing
methods on a variety of MDPs to illustrate con-
crete aspects of our analysis, and develop a deep
RL variant of the algorithm, ER-DQN, which we
evaluate on the Atari-57 suite of games.
1. Introduction
In reinforcement learning (RL), a central notion is the return,
the sum of discounted rewards. Typically, the average of
these returns is estimated by a value function and used
for policy improvement. Recently, however, approaches
that attempt to learn the distribution of the return have been
shown to be surprisingly effective (Morimura et al., 2010a;b;
Bellemare et al., 2017; Dabney et al., 2017; 2018; Gruslys
et al., 2018); we refer to the general approach of learning
return distributions as distributional RL (DRL).
Despite impressive experimental performance (Bellemare
et al., 2017; Barth-Maron et al., 2018; Dabney et al., 2018)
and fundamental theoretical results (Rowland et al., 2018;
Qu et al., 2018), it remains challenging to develop and anal-
yse DRL algorithms. In this paper, we propose to address
these challenges by phrasing DRL algorithms in terms of
recursive estimation of sets of statistics on the return distri-
bution. We observe that DRL algorithms can be viewed as
combining a statistical estimator with a procedure we refer
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to as an imputation strategy, which generates a return distri-
bution consistent with the set of statistical estimates. This
highly general approach (see Figure 1) requires a precise
treatment of the differing roles of statistics and samples in
distributional RL.
Using this framework we are able to provide new theoretical
results for existing DRL algorithms as well as demonstrate
the derivation of a new algorithm based on the expectiles
of the return distribution. More importantly, our novel ap-
proach immediately applies to a large class of statistics and
imputation strategies, suggesting several avenues for future
research. Specifically, we are able to provide answers to the
following questions:
(i) Can we describe existing DRL algorithms in a unifying
framework, and could such a framework be used to
develop new algorithms?
(ii) What return distribution statistics can be learnt exactly
through Bellman updates?
(iii) If certain statistics cannot be learnt exactly, how can
we estimate them in a principled manner, and give guar-
antees on their approximation error relative to the true
values of these statistics?
After reviewing relevant background material, we begin
with (i) by presenting a new framework for understanding
DRL, that is, in terms of a set of statistics to be learnt, and an
imputation strategy for specifying a dynamic programming
update. We then formalise (ii) by introducing the notion of
Bellman closedness for collections of statistics, and show
that in a wide class of statistics, the only properties of re-
turn distributions that can be learnt exactly through Bellman
updates are moments. Interestingly, this rules out statistics
such as quantiles that have formed the basis of successful
existing DRL algorithms. However, we then address (iii)
by showing that the framework allows us to give guaran-
tees on the approximation error introduced in learning these
statistics, through the notion of approximate Bellman closed-
ness. We apply the framework developed in answering these
questions to the case of expectile statistics to develop a new
distributional RL algorithm, which we term Expectile Dis-
tributional RL (EDRL). Finally, we test these new insights
on a variety of MDPs and larger-scale environments to illus-
trate and expand on the theoretical contributions developed
earlier in the paper.
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Figure 1. Illustration of learning with imputed samples from sets
of statistics. Left: A distribution is imputed from the current
statistical estimate. Middle: The distributional Bellman operator
is applied to the imputed distribution. Right: New statistics are
estimated based upon samples from the imputed distribution.
2. Background
Consider a Markov decision process (X ,A, p, γ,R) with
finite state space X , finite action space A, transition ker-
nel p : X × A → P(X ), discount rate γ ∈ [0, 1), and
reward distributions R(x, a) ∈ P(R) for each (x, a) ∈
X × A. Thus, if an agent is at state Xt ∈ X at time
t ∈ N0, and an action At ∈ A is taken, the agent transi-
tions to a state Xt+1 ∼ p(·|Xt, At) and receives a reward
Rt ∼ R(Xt, At). We now briefly review two principal
goals in reinforcement learning.
Firstly, given a Markov policy pi : X →P(A), evaluation
of pi consists of computing the expected returns Qpi(x, a) =
Epi [
∑∞
t=0 γ
tRt|X0 = x,A0 = a], where Epi indicates that
at each time step t ∈ N, the agent’s action At is sampled
from pi(·|Xt). Secondly, the task of control consists of
finding a policy pi : X → P(A) for which the expected
returns are maximised.
2.1. Bellman equations
The classical Bellman equation (Bellman, 1957) relates ex-
pected returns at each state-action pair (x, a) ∈ X × A to
the expected returns at possible next states in the MDP by:
Qpi(x, a)=Epi[R0+γQpi(X1, A1)|X0 =x,A0 =a] . (1)
This gives rise to the following fixed-point iteration scheme
Q(x, a)←Epi[R0 + γQ(X1, A1)|X0 = x,A0 = a] , (2)
for updating a collection of approximations
(Q(x, a)|(x, a) ∈ X × A) towards their true values.
This fundamental algorithm, together with techniques
from approximate dynamic programming and stochastic
approximation, allows expected returns in an MDP to
be learnt and improved upon, forming the basis of all
value-based RL (Sutton & Barto, 2018).
The distributional Bellman equation describes a similar
relationship to Equation (1) at the level of probability distri-
butions (Morimura et al., 2010a;b; Bellemare et al., 2017).
Letting ηpi(x, a) ∈ P(R) be the distribution of the ran-
dom return
∑∞
t=0 γ
tRt |X0 = x,A0 = a when actions are
selected according to pi, we have
ηpi(x, a) = (T piηpi)(x, a), (3)
= Epi[(fR0,γ)#ηpi(X1, A1)|X0 =x,A0 =a] ,
where the expectation gives a mixture distribution over next-
states, fr,γ : R → R is defined by fr,γ(x) = r + γx, and
g#µ ∈P(R) is the pushforward of the measure µ through
the function g, so that for all Borel subsets A ⊆ R, we have
g#µ(A) = µ(g
−1(A)) (Rowland et al., 2018).
Stated in terms of the random return Zpi(x, a), distributed
according to ηpi(x, a), this takes a more familiar form with
Zpi(x, a)
D
= R0 + γZ
pi(X1, A1) .
In analogy with Expression (2), an update operation could
be defined from Equation (3) to move a collection of ap-
proximate distributions (η(x, a)|(x, a) ∈ X ×A) towards
the true return distributions. However, since the space of
distributions P(R) is infinite-dimensional, it is typically
impossible to work directly with the distributional Bellman
equation, and existing approaches to distributional RL gener-
ally rely on parametric approximations to this equation; we
briefly review some important examples of these approaches
below.
2.2. Categorical and quantile distributional RL
To date, the main approaches to DRL employed at scale have
included learning discrete categorical distributions (Belle-
mare et al., 2017; Barth-Maron et al., 2018; Qu et al., 2018),
and learning distribution quantiles (Dabney et al., 2017;
2018; Zhang et al., 2019); we refer to these approaches
as CDRL and QDRL respectively. We give brief accounts
of the dynamic programming versions of these algorithms
here, with full descriptions of stochastic versions, related
results, and visualisations given in Appendix Section A for
completeness. We note also that other approaches, such as
learning mixtures of Gaussians, have been explored (Barth-
Maron et al., 2018).
CDRL. CDRL assumes a categorical form for return dis-
tributions, taking η(x, a) =
∑K
k=1 pk(x, a)δzk , where δz
denotes the Dirac distribution at location z. The values
z1 < · · · < zK are an evenly spaced, fixed set of supports,
and the probability parameters p1:K(x, a) are learnt. The
corresponding Bellman update takes the form
η(x, a)← (ΠCT piη)(x, a),
where ΠC : P(R) → P({z1, . . . , zK}) is a projection
operator which ensures the right-hand side of the expression
above is a distribution supported only on {z1, . . . , zK}; full
details are reviewed in Appendix Section A.
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QDRL. In contrast, QDRL assumes a parametric form for
return distributions η(x, a) = 1K
∑K
k=1 δzk(x,a), where now
z1:K(x, a) are learnable parameters. The Bellman update
is given by moving the atom location zk(x, a) in η(x, a) to
the τk-quantile (where τk = 2k−12K ) of the target distribution
µ := (T piη)(x, a), defined as the minimiser q∗ ∈ R of the
quantile regression loss
QR(q;µ, τk) = EZ∼µ[[τk1Z>q + (1− τk)1Z≤q] |Z − q|] .
(4)
3. The role of statistics in distributional RL
In this section, we describe a new perspective on existing
distributional RL algorithms, with a focus on learning sets
of statistics, rather than approximate distributions. We begin
with a precise definition.
Definition 3.1 (Statistics). A statistic is a function s :
P(R) → R. We also allow statistics to be defined on
subsets ofP(R), in situations where an assumption (such
as finite moments) is required for the statistic to be defined.
The QDRL update described in Section 2.2 is readily inter-
preted from the perspective of learning statistics; the update
extracts the values of a finite set of quantile statistics from
the target distribution, and all other information about the
target is lost. It is less obvious whether the CDRL update
can also be interpreted as keeping track of a finite set of
statistics, but the following lemma shows that this is indeed
the case.
Lemma 3.2. CDRL updates, with distributions supported
on z1 < . . . < zK , can be interpreted as learning the values
of the following statistics of return distributions:
szk,zk+1(µ)=EZ∼µ
[
hzk,zk+1(Z)
]
for k=1, . . . ,K−1 ,
where for a < b, ha,b : R → R is a piecewise linear
function defined so that ha,b(x) is equal to 1 for x ≤ a,
equal to 0 for x ≥ b, and linearly interpolating between
ha,b(a) and ha,b(b) for x ∈ [a, b].
Although viewing distributional RL as approximating the
return distribution with some parameterisation is intuitive
from an algorithmic standpoint, there are advantages to
thinking in terms of sets of statistics and their recursive
estimation; this perspective allows us to precisely quantify
what information is being passed through successive distri-
butional Bellman updates. This in turn leads to new insights
in the development and analysis of DRL algorithms. Be-
fore addressing these points, we first consider a motivating
example where a lack of precision could lead us astray.
3.1. Expectiles
Motivated by the success of QDRL, we consider learning
expectiles of return distributions, a family of statistics intro-
duced by Newey & Powell (1987). Expectiles generalise the
mean in analogy with how quantiles generalise the median.
As the goal of RL is to maximise mean returns, we conjec-
tured that expectiles, in particular, might lead to successful
DRL algorithms. We begin with a formal definition.
Definition 3.3 (Expectiles). Given a distribution µ ∈
P(R) with finite second moment, and τ ∈ [0, 1], the τ -
expectile of µ is defined to be the minimiser q∗ ∈ R of the
expectile regression loss ER(q;µ, τ), given by
ER(q;µ, τ) = EZ∼µ
[
[τ1Z>q + (1− τ)1Z≤q] (Z − q)2
]
.
For each τ ∈ [0, 1], we denote the τ -expectile of µ by eτ (µ).
We remark that: (i) the expectile regression loss is an asym-
metric version of the squared loss, just as the quantile regres-
sion loss is an asymmetric version of the absolute value loss;
and (ii) the 1/2-expectile of µ is simply its mean. Because
of this, we can attempt to derive an algorithm by replacing
the quantile regression loss in QDRL with the expectile re-
gression loss in Definition 3.3, so as to learn the expectiles
corresponding to τ1, . . . , τK ∈ [0, 1].
Following this logic, we again take approximate distribu-
tions of the form η(x, a) = 1K
∑K
k=1 δzk(x,a), and we per-
form updates according to
zk(x, a)← argmin
q∈R
ER(q;µ, τk) , (5)
where µ = (T piη)(x, a) is the target distribution.
In practice, however, this algorithm does not perform as we
might expect, and in fact the variance of the learnt distri-
butions collapses as training proceeds, indicating that the
algorithm does not approximate the true expectiles in any
reasonable sense. In Figure 2, we illustrate this point by
comparing the learnt statistics for this “naive” approach with
those of CDRL and our proposed algorithm EDRL (intro-
duced in Section 3.3). All methods accurately approximate
the immediate reward distribution (right), but as successive
Bellman updates are applied the different algorithms show
characteristic approximation errors. The CDRL algorithm
overestimates the variance of the return distribution due
to the projection ΠC splitting probability mass across the
discrete support. By contrast, the naive expectile approach
underestimates the true variance, quickly converging to a
single Dirac.
We observe that there is a “type error” present in Expres-
sion (5); the parameter being updated, zk(x, a), has the
semantics of a statistic, as the minimiser of the ER loss,
whilst the parameters appearing in the target distribution
(T piη)(x, a) have the semantics of outcomes/samples. A
crucial message of this paper is the need to distinguish be-
tween statistics and samples in distributional RL; in the next
section, we describe a general framework for achieving this.
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Figure 2. Chain MDP, one action, with bimodal reward distribution
at absorbing state x6 and γ = 0.9. CDRL (top, blue) fits the
true return distribution (grey) well, but overestimates the variance.
A naive approach to EDRL (middle, orange) accurately fits the
immediate reward distribution at x6, but quickly collapses to zero
variance with successive Bellman updates. Our proposed approach,
EDRL, using imputation strategies (bottom, green) provides an
accurate approximation through many Bellman updates.
3.2. Imputation strategies
If we had access to full return distribution estimates η(x′, a′)
at each possible next state-action pair (x′, a′), we would be
able to avoid the conflation between samples and statistics
described in the previous section. Denoting the approxi-
mation to the value of a statistic sk at a state-action pair
(x, a) ∈ X × A by sˆk(x, a), we would like to update ac-
cording to:
sˆk(x, a)←sk ((T piη)(x, a)) . (6)
Thus, a principled way in which to design DRL algorithms
for collections of statistics is to include an additional step
in the algorithm in which for any state-action pair (x′, a′)
that we would like to backup from, the estimated statis-
tics sˆ1:K(x′, a′) are converted into a consistent distribution
η(x′, a′). This would then allow backups of the form in
Expression (6) to be carried out. This notion is formalised
in the following definition.
Definition 3.4 (Imputation strategies). Given a set of
statistics {s1, . . . , sK}, an imputation strategy is a function
Ψ : RK →P(R) that maps each vector of statistic values
to a distribution that has those statistics. Mathematically,
Ψ is such that si(Ψ(σ1:K)) = σi, for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
and each collection of statistic values σ1:K ∈ RK .
Thus, an imputation strategy is simply a function that takes
in a collection of values for certain statistics, and returns a
probability distribution with those statistic values; in some
sense, it is a pseudo-inverse of s1:K .
Example 3.5 (Imputation strategies in CDRL and
QDRL). In QDRL, the imputation strategy is given by
Ψ(σ1:K) =
1
K
∑K
k=1 δσk . In CDRL, given approxi-
mate statistics sˆzk,zk+1(x, a) for k = 1, . . . ,K − 1,
the imputation strategy is given by selecting the distri-
bution
∑K
k=1 pkδzk such that p1 = sˆz1,z2(x, a), pk =
sˆzk,zk+1(x, a)− sˆzk−1,zk(x, a) for k = 2, . . . ,K − 1, and
pK = 1−
∑
k<K pk.
We now have a general framework for defining principled
distributional RL algorithms: (i) select a family of statistics
to learn; (ii) select an imputation strategy; (iii) perform (or
approximate) updates of the form in Expression (6). We
summarise this in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Generic DRL update algorithm.
Require: Statistic estimates sˆ1:K(x, a) ∀(x, a) ∈ X × A
and k = 1, . . . ,K, imputation strategy Ψ.
Select state-action pair (x, a) ∈ X ×A to update.
Impute distribution at each possible next state-action pair:
η(x′, a′) = Ψ(sˆ1:K(x′, a′)), ∀(x′, a′) ∈ X ×A.
Update statistics at (x, a) ∈ X ×A:
sˆk(x, a)←sk ((T piη)(x, a)).
3.3. Expectile distributional reinforcement learning
We now apply the general framework of statistics and im-
putation strategies developed in Section 3.2 to the specific
case of expectiles, introduced in Section 3.1. We will define
an imputation strategy so that updates of the form given in
Expression (6) can be applied to learn expectiles.
The imputation strategy has the task of accepting as input
a collection of expectile values 1, . . . , K , corresponding
to τ1, . . . , τK ∈ (0, 1), and computing a probability distri-
bution µ such that eτi(µ) = i for i = 1, . . . ,K. Since
ER(q;µ, τ) is strictly convex as a function of q, this can be
restated as finding a probability distribution µ satisfying the
first-order optimality conditions
∇qER(q;µ, τi)
∣∣
q=i
= 0 ∀i ∈ [K] . (7)
This defines a root-finding problem, but may equivalently
be formulated as a minimisation problem, with objective
K∑
i=1
(
∇qER(q;µ, τi)
∣∣
q=i
)2
. (8)
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By constraining the distribution µ to be of the form
1
N
∑N
n=1 δzn and viewing the minimisation objective above
as a function of z1:N , it is straightforwardly verifiable that
this minimisation problem is convex. The imputation strat-
egy is thus defined implicitly, by stating that Ψ(1:K) is
given by a minimiser of (8) of the form 1N
∑N
n=1 δzn . We
remark that other parametric choices for µ are possible,
but the mixture of Dirac deltas described above leads to a
particular tractable optimisation problem.
Having established an imputation strategy Ψ, Algorithm 1
now yields a full DRL algorithm for learning expectiles,
which we term EDRL. Returning to Figure 2, we observe
that EDRL (bottom row) is able to accurately represent the
true return distribution, even after many Bellman updates
through the chain, and does not exhibit the collapse observed
with the naive approach in Section 3.1.
3.4. Stochastic approximation
Practically speaking, it is often not possible to compute the
updates in Expression (6), owing to MDP dynamics being
unknown and/or intractable to integrate over. Because of
this, it is often necessary to apply stochastic approxima-
tion. Let (r, x′, a′) be a sample of the random variables
(R0, X1, A1), obtained by direct interaction with the envi-
ronment. Then, we update sˆk(x, a) using the gradient of a
loss function Lk : R×P(R)→ R:
∇sˆk(x,a)Lk(sˆk(x, a); (fr,γ)#η(x′, a′)) . (9)
For EDRL, a natural such loss function for the estimated
statistic sˆk(x, a) is the expectile regression loss of Defini-
tion 3.3 at τk; this yields a stochastic version of EDRL,
described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Stochastic EDRL update algorithm.
Require: Expectile estimates sˆk(x, a) for each (x, a) ∈
X ×A and k = 1, . . . ,K.
Collect sample (x, a, r, x′, a′).
Impute distribution 1K
∑K
k=1 δzk from target expectiles
sˆ1:K(x
′, a′) by solving (7) or minimising (8).
Scale/translate samples zi ← r + γzi ∀i.
Update estimated expectiles at (x, a) ∈ X ×A by com-
puting the gradients
∇sˆk(x,a)
∑K
k=1 ER(sˆk(x, a);
1
N
∑N
n=1 δzn , τk)
for each k = 1, . . . ,K.
To ensure convergence of these stochastic gradient updates
to the correct statistic, it should be the case that the ex-
pectation of the (sub-)gradient (9) at the true value of the
statistics is equal to 0. It can be verified that this is the case
whenever (i) the true statistic q∗ of a distribution µ satisfies
q∗ = argminq∈R Lk(q;µ), (ii) the loss Lk is affine in the
probability distribution argument. M-estimator losses and
their associated statistics (Huber & Ronchetti, 2009) satisfy
these conditions, and thus represent a large family of statis-
tics to which this approach to DRL could immediately be
applied; the statistics in CDRL, QDRL and EDRL are all
special cases of M-estimators.
4. Analysing distributional RL
We now use the framework of statistics and imputations
strategies developed in Section 3 to build a deeper under-
standing of the accuracy with which statistics in distribu-
tional RL may be learnt via Bellman updates.
4.1. Bellman closedness
The classical Bellman equation (1) shows that there is a
closed-form relationship between expected returns at each
state-action pair of an MDP; if the goal is to learn expected
returns, we are not required to keep track of any other statis-
tics of the return distributions. This well-known observation,
together with the new interpretation of DRL algorithms as
learning collections of statistics of return distributions, mo-
tivates a more general question:
“Given a set of statistics {s1, . . . , sK}, if we want to
learn the values s1:K(ηpi(x, a)) for all (x, a) ∈ X ×A
via dynamic programming, is it sufficient to keep track
of only these statistics?”
The following definition formalises this question.
Definition 4.1 (Bellman closedness). A set of statistics
{s1, . . . , sK} is Bellman closed if for each (x, a) ∈ X ×A,
the statistics s1:K(ηpi(x, a)) can be expressed, in an MDP-
independent manner, in terms of the random variables R0
and s1:K(ηpi(X1, A1))|X0 = x,A0 = a, and the discount
factor γ. We refer to any such expression for a set of Bell-
man closed set of statistics as a Bellman equation, and
write T pi : (RK)X×A → (RK)X×A for the corresponding
operator such that the Bellman equation can be written
spi = T pispi , (10)
where spi = (s1:K(ηpi(x, a))|(x, a) ∈ X ×A).
Thus, the singleton set consisting of the mean statistic is
Bellman closed; the corresponding Bellman equation is
Equation (1). It is also known that the set consisting of
the mean and variance statistics are Bellman closed (Sobel,
1982). In principle, given a Bellman closed set of statistics
{s1, . . . , sK}, the corresponding statistics of the return dis-
tributions can be found by solving a fixed-point equation
corresponding to the relevant Bellman operator, T pi. Fur-
ther, if T pi is a contraction in some metric, then it is possible
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to find the true statistics for the MDP via a fixed-point it-
eration scheme based on the operator T pi. In contrast, if
a collection of statistics s1:K is not Bellman closed, there
is no Bellman equation relating the statistics of the return
distributions, and consequently it is not possible to learn
the statistics exactly using dynamic programming in a self-
contained way; the set of statistics must either be enlarged
to make it Bellman closed, or an imputation strategy can be
used to perform backups as described in Section 3.2.
An important class of Bellman closed sets of statistics are
given in the following result (Sobel, 1982; Lattimore &
Hutter, 2012).
Lemma 4.2. For eachK ∈ N, the set of statistics consisting
of the first K moments is Bellman closed.
The next result shows that across a wide range of statistics,
collections of moments are effectively the only finite sets of
statistics that are Bellman closed; the proof relies on a result
of Engert (1970) which characterises finite-dimensional vec-
tor spaces of measurable functions closed under translation.
Theorem 4.3. The only finite sets of statistics of the form
s(µ) = EZ∼µ[h(Z)] that are Bellman closed are given by
collections of statistics s1, . . . , sK : P(R) → R with the
property that the linear span {∑Kk=0 αksk|αk ∈ R ∀k} is
equal to the linear span of the set of moment functionals
{µ 7→ EZ∼µ
[
Zl
] |l = 0, . . . , L}, for some L ≤ K, where
s0 is the constant functional equal to 1.
We believe this to be an important novel result, which helps
to highlight how rare it is for statistics to be Bellman closed.
One important corollary of Theorem 4.3, given the charac-
terisation of CDRL as learning expectations of return dis-
tributions in Lemma 3.2, is that the sets of statistics learnt
in CDRL are not Bellman closed. A similar result holds for
QDRL, and we record these facts in the following result.
Lemma 4.4. The sets of statistics learnt under (i) CDRL,
and (ii) QDRL, are not Bellman closed.
The immediate upshot of this is that in general, the learnt
values of statistics in distributional RL algorithms need not
correspond exactly to the true underlying values for the
MDP (even in tabular settings), as the statistics propagated
through DRL dynamic programming updates are not suf-
ficient to determine the statistics we seek to learn. This
inexactness was noted specifically for CDRL and QDRL in
the original papers (Bellemare et al., 2017; Dabney et al.,
2017). In this paper, our analysis and experiments confirm
that these artefacts arise even with tabular agents in fully-
observed domains, thus representing intrinsic properties
of the distributional RL algorithms concerned. However,
empirically the distributions learnt by these algorithms are
often accurate. In the next section, we provide theoretical
guarantees that describe this phenomenon quantitatively.
4.2. Approximate Bellman closedness
In light of the results on Bellman closedness in Section 4.1,
we might ask in what sense the values of the statistics learnt
by DRL algorithms relate to the corresponding true under-
lying values for the MDP concerned. A key task in this
analysis is to formalise the notion of low approximation
error in DRL algorithms that seek to learn collections of
statistics that are not Bellman closed. Perhaps surprisingly,
in general it is not possible to simultaneously achieve low
approximation error on all statistics in a non-Bellman closed
set; we give several examples for CDRL and QDRL to this
end in Appendix Section C.
Due to the fact that it is in general not possible to learn
statistics uniformly well, we formalise the notion of approx-
imate closedness in terms of the average approximation
error across a collection of statistics, as described below.
Definition 4.5 (Approximate Bellman closedness). A col-
lection of statistics s1, . . . , sK , together with an impu-
tation strategy Ψ, are said to be ε-approximately Bell-
man closed for a class M of MDPs if, for each MDP
M = (X ,A, p, γ,R) inM and every policy pi ∈P(A)X ,
we have
sup
(x,a)∈X×A
1
K
K∑
k=1
|sk(ηpi(x, a))− sˆk(x, a)| ≤ ε ,
where sˆk(x, a) denotes the learnt value of the statistic sk
for the return distribution at the state-action pair (x, a) ∈
X ×A.
We can now study the approximation errors of CDRL and
QDRL in light of this new concept. Whilst the analysis
in Section 4.1 shows that CDRL and QDRL necessarily
induce some approximation error due to lack of Bellman
closedness, the following results reassuringly show that
the approximation error can be made arbitrarily small by
increasing the number of learnt statistics.
Theorem 4.6. Consider the classM of MDPs with a fixed
discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1), and immediate reward distri-
butions supported on [−Rmax, Rmax]. The set of statistics
and imputation strategy corresponding to CDRL with evenly
spaced bin locations at −Rmax/(1 − γ) = z1 < · · · <
zK = Rmax/(1− γ) is ε-approximately Bellman closed for
M, where ε = γ2(1−γ)(K−1) .
Theorem 4.7. Consider the class of MDPs M with a
fixed discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1), and immediate reward
distributions supported on [−Rmax, Rmax]. Then the col-
lection of quantile statistics sk(µ) = F−1µ (
2k−1
2K ) for
k = 1, . . . ,K, together with the standard QDRL impu-
tation strategy, is ε-approximately Bellman closed forM,
where ε = 2Rmax(5−2γ)(1−γ)2K .
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Figure 3. An illustration of the N -Chain environment.
Both of these extend existing analyses for CDRL and QDRL.
In particular, Theorem 4.6 improves on the bound of Row-
land et al. (2018), and Theorem 4.7 is the first approximation
result for QDRL; existing results dealt solely with contrac-
tion mappings under W∞ (Dabney et al., 2017).
4.3. Mean consistency
So far, our discussion has been focused around evaluation.
For control, it is important to correctly estimate expected
returns, so that accurate policy improvement can be per-
formed. We analyse to what extent expected returns are
correctly learnt in existing DRL algorithms in the following
result. The result for CDRL has been shown previously
(Rowland et al., 2018; Lyle et al., 2019), but our proof here
gives a new perspective in terms of statistics.
Lemma 4.8. (i) Under CDRL updates using support loca-
tions z1 < · · · < zK , if all approximate reward distributions
have support bounded in [z1, zK ], expected returns are ex-
actly learnt. (ii) Under QDRL updates, expected returns are
not exactly learnt.
Importantly, for EDRL, as long as the 1/2-expectile (i.e. the
mean) is included in the set of statistics, expected returns
are learnt exactly; we return to this point in Section 5.2.
5. Experimental results
We first present results with a tabular version of EDRL to il-
lustrate and expand upon the theoretical results presented in
Sections 3 and 4. We then combine the EDRL update with a
DQN-style architecture to create a novel deep RL algorithm
(ER-DQN), and evaluate performance on the Atari-57 envi-
ronments. We give full details of the architectures used in
experiments in Appendix Section D.1.
There are several ways in which the root-
finding/optimisation problems (7) and (8) may be
solved in practice. In our experiments, we use a SciPy
optimisation routine (Jones et al., 2001).
5.1. Tabular policy evaluation
We empirically validate that EDRL, which uses a sample
imputation strategy, better approximates the true expectiles
of a policy’s return distribution as compared to the naive
approach described in Section 3.1. We then show that the
same is true for a variant of QDRL.
Figure 4. Expectiles for state x0 of the 15-Chain under policy pi∗.
Figure 5. Expectile estimation error for varying numbers of learned
expectiles and different N -Chain lengths.
We use a variant of the classic N -Chain domain (see Figure
3). This environment is a one-dimensional chain of lengthN
with two possible actions at each state: (i) forward, which
moves the agent right by one step with probability 0.95
and to x0 with probability 0.05, and backward, which
moves the agent to x0 with probability 0.95 and one step
to the right with probability 0.05. The reward is −1 when
transitioning to the leftmost state, +1 when transitioning to
the rightmost state, and zero elsewhere. Episodes begin in
the leftmost state and terminate when the rightmost state
is reached. The discount factor is γ = 0.99. For an N -
Chain with length 15, we compute the return distribution
of the optimal policy pi∗ which selects the forward action
at each state. This environment formulation induces an
increasingly multimodal return distribution under the policy
as the distance from the goal state increases. We compute
the ground truth start state expectiles from the empirical
distribution of 1,000 Monte Carlo rollouts under the policy
pi∗.
EDRL. We ran two DRL algorithms on this N -Chain en-
vironment: (i) EDRL, using a SciPy optimisation routine
to impute target samples at each step; and (ii) EDRL-Naive,
using the update described in Section 3.1. We learned
{1, 3, 5, 7, 9} expectiles, set the learning rate to α = 0.05,
and performed 30,000 training steps.
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Figure 6. Huber quantile estimation error for varying numbers of
learned Huber quantiles at different distances to the goal state. The
environment is an N -Chain with N = 15.
In Figure 4 we illustrate the collapse of the start state expec-
tiles learned by the EDRL-Naive algorithm with 9 expectiles,
which leads to high expectile estimation error, measured as
in Definition 4.5. In Figure 5, we show that this error grows
as both the distance to the goal state and number of expec-
tiles learned increase. In contrast, under EDRL these errors
are much lower this error remains relatively low for vary-
ing numbers of expectiles and distances to the goal with
EDRL. In Appendix E, we illustrate that this observation
generalises to other return distributions in the N -Chain.
QDRL. In practical implementations, QDRL often min-
imises the Huber-quantile loss
argmin
q∈R
EZ∼µ[(τ1Z>q+(1−τ)1Z<q)Hκ(Z−q)] , (11)
rather than the quantile loss (4) for numerical stability,
where Hκ is the Huber loss function with width param-
eter κ, as in Dabney et al. (2017) (we set κ = 1). As
with naive EDRL, simply replacing the quantile regression
loss in QDRL with Expression (11) conflates samples and
statistics, leading to worse approximation of the distribution.
We propose a new algorithm for learning Huber quantiles,
Huber-QDRL-Imputation, that incorporates an imputation
strategy by solving an optimisation problem analogous to
(8) in the case of the Huber quantile loss. In Figure 6, we
compare this to Huber-QDRL-Naive, the standard algorithm
for learning Huber quantiles, on the N -chain environment.
As in the case of expectiles, the Huber quantile estimation
error is vastly reduced when using an imputation strategy.
5.2. Tabular control
In Section 4.3 we argued for the importance of mean con-
sistency. In Figure 7a we give a simple, five state, MDP in
which the learned control policy is directly affected by mean
x0
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<latexit sha1_base64="C6ck5gPfGaqUiQpA4+SmUlORmD8=" >AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBT0WvHisYGuhDWWznbRLdzdhdyOW0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglh wY1332ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtokSzbDFIhHpTkANCq6wZbkV2Ik1UhkIfAjGN7n/8Ija8Ejd20mMvqRDxUPOqM2lp/5FpV+t uXV3BrJMvILUoECzX/3qDSKWSFSWCWpM13Nj66dUW84ETiu9xGBM2ZgOsZtRRSUaP53dOiUnmTIgYaSzUpbM1N8TKZXGTGSQdUpqR 2bRy8X/vG5iw2s/5SpOLCo2XxQmgtiI5I+TAdfIrJhkhDLNs1sJG1FNmc3iyUPwFl9eJu3zuufWvbvLWuOsiKMMR3AMp+DBFTTgF prQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifPz00jaA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C6ck5gPfGaqUiQpA4+SmUlORmD8=" >AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBT0WvHisYGuhDWWznbRLdzdhdyOW0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglh wY1332ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtokSzbDFIhHpTkANCq6wZbkV2Ik1UhkIfAjGN7n/8Ija8Ejd20mMvqRDxUPOqM2lp/5FpV+t uXV3BrJMvILUoECzX/3qDSKWSFSWCWpM13Nj66dUW84ETiu9xGBM2ZgOsZtRRSUaP53dOiUnmTIgYaSzUpbM1N8TKZXGTGSQdUpqR 2bRy8X/vG5iw2s/5SpOLCo2XxQmgtiI5I+TAdfIrJhkhDLNs1sJG1FNmc3iyUPwFl9eJu3zuufWvbvLWuOsiKMMR3AMp+DBFTTgF prQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifPz00jaA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C6ck5gPfGaqUiQpA4+SmUlORmD8=" >AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBT0WvHisYGuhDWWznbRLdzdhdyOW0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglh wY1332ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtokSzbDFIhHpTkANCq6wZbkV2Ik1UhkIfAjGN7n/8Ija8Ejd20mMvqRDxUPOqM2lp/5FpV+t uXV3BrJMvILUoECzX/3qDSKWSFSWCWpM13Nj66dUW84ETiu9xGBM2ZgOsZtRRSUaP53dOiUnmTIgYaSzUpbM1N8TKZXGTGSQdUpqR 2bRy8X/vG5iw2s/5SpOLCo2XxQmgtiI5I+TAdfIrJhkhDLNs1sJG1FNmc3iyUPwFl9eJu3zuufWvbvLWuOsiKMMR3AMp+DBFTTgF prQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifPz00jaA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C6ck5gPfGaqUiQpA4+SmUlORmD8=" >AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBT0WvHisYGuhDWWznbRLdzdhdyOW0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglh wY1332ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtokSzbDFIhHpTkANCq6wZbkV2Ik1UhkIfAjGN7n/8Ija8Ejd20mMvqRDxUPOqM2lp/5FpV+t uXV3BrJMvILUoECzX/3qDSKWSFSWCWpM13Nj66dUW84ETiu9xGBM2ZgOsZtRRSUaP53dOiUnmTIgYaSzUpbM1N8TKZXGTGSQdUpqR 2bRy8X/vG5iw2s/5SpOLCo2XxQmgtiI5I+TAdfIrJhkhDLNs1sJG1FNmc3iyUPwFl9eJu3zuufWvbvLWuOsiKMMR3AMp+DBFTTgF prQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifPz00jaA=</latexit>
R(x4)
<latexit sha1_base64="WU8Rcn6Rz5aUZnaZzrZc52nPGXg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBHqpiRS0GXRjcsq9gFtCJPppB06mYSZSbGE/okbF4q49U/c+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkHCmtON8W2vrG 5tb26Wd8u7e/sGhfXTcVnEqCW2RmMeyG2BFORO0pZnmtJtIiqOA004wvs39zoRKxWLxqKcJ9SI8FCxkBGsj+bbdj7AeEcyzh1n1ya9f+HbFqTlzoFXiFqQCBZq+/dUfxCSNqNCEY6V6rpNoL8NSM8LprNxPFU0wGeMh7RkqcESVl82Tz9C5UQYojKV5QqO5+nsjw5FS0ygwk3lOtezl4n9eL9XhtZcxkaSaCrI4FKYc6RjlNaABk5RoPjUEE8lMVkRGWGKiTVllU4K7/OVV0r6suU7Nva9XGjdFHSU4hTOoggtX0IA7aEILCEzgGV7hzc qsF+vd+liMrlnFzgn8gfX5A+P6kyc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WU8Rcn6Rz5aUZnaZzrZc52nPGXg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBHqpiRS0GXRjcsq9gFtCJPppB06mYSZSbGE/okbF4q49U/c+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkHCmtON8W2vrG 5tb26Wd8u7e/sGhfXTcVnEqCW2RmMeyG2BFORO0pZnmtJtIiqOA004wvs39zoRKxWLxqKcJ9SI8FCxkBGsj+bbdj7AeEcyzh1n1ya9f+HbFqTlzoFXiFqQCBZq+/dUfxCSNqNCEY6V6rpNoL8NSM8LprNxPFU0wGeMh7RkqcESVl82Tz9C5UQYojKV5QqO5+nsjw5FS0ygwk3lOtezl4n9eL9XhtZcxkaSaCrI4FKYc6RjlNaABk5RoPjUEE8lMVkRGWGKiTVllU4K7/OVV0r6suU7Nva9XGjdFHSU4hTOoggtX0IA7aEILCEzgGV7hzc qsF+vd+liMrlnFzgn8gfX5A+P6kyc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WU8Rcn6Rz5aUZnaZzrZc52nPGXg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBHqpiRS0GXRjcsq9gFtCJPppB06mYSZSbGE/okbF4q49U/c+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkHCmtON8W2vrG 5tb26Wd8u7e/sGhfXTcVnEqCW2RmMeyG2BFORO0pZnmtJtIiqOA004wvs39zoRKxWLxqKcJ9SI8FCxkBGsj+bbdj7AeEcyzh1n1ya9f+HbFqTlzoFXiFqQCBZq+/dUfxCSNqNCEY6V6rpNoL8NSM8LprNxPFU0wGeMh7RkqcESVl82Tz9C5UQYojKV5QqO5+nsjw5FS0ygwk3lOtezl4n9eL9XhtZcxkaSaCrI4FKYc6RjlNaABk5RoPjUEE8lMVkRGWGKiTVllU4K7/OVV0r6suU7Nva9XGjdFHSU4hTOoggtX0IA7aEILCEzgGV7hzc qsF+vd+liMrlnFzgn8gfX5A+P6kyc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WU8Rcn6Rz5aUZnaZzrZc52nPGXg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBHqpiRS0GXRjcsq9gFtCJPppB06mYSZSbGE/okbF4q49U/c+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkHCmtON8W2vrG 5tb26Wd8u7e/sGhfXTcVnEqCW2RmMeyG2BFORO0pZnmtJtIiqOA004wvs39zoRKxWLxqKcJ9SI8FCxkBGsj+bbdj7AeEcyzh1n1ya9f+HbFqTlzoFXiFqQCBZq+/dUfxCSNqNCEY6V6rpNoL8NSM8LprNxPFU0wGeMh7RkqcESVl82Tz9C5UQYojKV5QqO5+nsjw5FS0ygwk3lOtezl4n9eL9XhtZcxkaSaCrI4FKYc6RjlNaABk5RoPjUEE8lMVkRGWGKiTVllU4K7/OVV0r6suU7Nva9XGjdFHSU4hTOoggtX0IA7aEILCEzgGV7hzc qsF+vd+liMrlnFzgn8gfX5A+P6kyc=</latexit>
R(x3)
<latexit sha1_base64="Lr2MymoBEDs3J1nCHOPJLxoteQM=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WS xCvZSkCnosePFYxdZCG8Jmu2mXbjZhd1Msof/EiwdFvPpPvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92goQzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uFRR8WpJLRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTh+D8U3uP06oVCwWD3qaUC/CQ8FCRrA2 km/b/QjrEcE8u5/VnvyLc9+uOnVnDrRK3IJUoUDLt7/6g5ikERWacKxUz3US7WVYakY4nVX6qaIJJmM8pD1DBY6o8rJ58hk6M8oAhbE0T2g0V39vZDhSahoFZjLPqZa9XPzP66U6vPYyJpJUU0EWh8KUIx2jvAY0YJ ISzaeGYCKZyYrICEtMtCmrYkpwl7+8SjqNuuvU3bvLarNR1FGGEziFGrhwBU24hRa0gcAEnuEV3qzMerHerY/FaMkqdo7hD6zPH92lkxY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lr2MymoBEDs3J1nCHOPJLxoteQM=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WS xCvZSkCnosePFYxdZCG8Jmu2mXbjZhd1Msof/EiwdFvPpPvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92goQzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uFRR8WpJLRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTh+D8U3uP06oVCwWD3qaUC/CQ8FCRrA2 km/b/QjrEcE8u5/VnvyLc9+uOnVnDrRK3IJUoUDLt7/6g5ikERWacKxUz3US7WVYakY4nVX6qaIJJmM8pD1DBY6o8rJ58hk6M8oAhbE0T2g0V39vZDhSahoFZjLPqZa9XPzP66U6vPYyJpJUU0EWh8KUIx2jvAY0YJ ISzaeGYCKZyYrICEtMtCmrYkpwl7+8SjqNuuvU3bvLarNR1FGGEziFGrhwBU24hRa0gcAEnuEV3qzMerHerY/FaMkqdo7hD6zPH92lkxY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lr2MymoBEDs3J1nCHOPJLxoteQM=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WS xCvZSkCnosePFYxdZCG8Jmu2mXbjZhd1Msof/EiwdFvPpPvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92goQzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uFRR8WpJLRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTh+D8U3uP06oVCwWD3qaUC/CQ8FCRrA2 km/b/QjrEcE8u5/VnvyLc9+uOnVnDrRK3IJUoUDLt7/6g5ikERWacKxUz3US7WVYakY4nVX6qaIJJmM8pD1DBY6o8rJ58hk6M8oAhbE0T2g0V39vZDhSahoFZjLPqZa9XPzP66U6vPYyJpJUU0EWh8KUIx2jvAY0YJ ISzaeGYCKZyYrICEtMtCmrYkpwl7+8SjqNuuvU3bvLarNR1FGGEziFGrhwBU24hRa0gcAEnuEV3qzMerHerY/FaMkqdo7hD6zPH92lkxY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lr2MymoBEDs3J1nCHOPJLxoteQM=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WS xCvZSkCnosePFYxdZCG8Jmu2mXbjZhd1Msof/EiwdFvPpPvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92goQzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uFRR8WpJLRNYh7LboAV5UzQtmaa024iKY4CTh+D8U3uP06oVCwWD3qaUC/CQ8FCRrA2 km/b/QjrEcE8u5/VnvyLc9+uOnVnDrRK3IJUoUDLt7/6g5ikERWacKxUz3US7WVYakY4nVX6qaIJJmM8pD1DBY6o8rJ58hk6M8oAhbE0T2g0V39vZDhSahoFZjLPqZa9XPzP66U6vPYyJpJUU0EWh8KUIx2jvAY0YJ ISzaeGYCKZyYrICEtMtCmrYkpwl7+8SjqNuuvU3bvLarNR1FGGEziFGrhwBU24hRa0gcAEnuEV3qzMerHerY/FaMkqdo7hD6zPH92lkxY=</latexit>
a2<latexit sha1_base64="I+da20aA1CRikiSozkd8VtUamIE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mK0B4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTt qlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSAx3WhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ 8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+asOFnXCapQclWi8JUEBOTxd9kxBUyI2aWUKa4vZWwCVWUGZtOyYbgrb+8STq1qudWvfubSrORx1GEC7iEa/CgDk24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD+cZjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I+da20aA1CRikiSozkd8VtUamIE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mK0B4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTt qlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSAx3WhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ 8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+asOFnXCapQclWi8JUEBOTxd9kxBUyI2aWUKa4vZWwCVWUGZtOyYbgrb+8STq1qudWvfubSrORx1GEC7iEa/CgDk24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD+cZjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I+da20aA1CRikiSozkd8VtUamIE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mK0B4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTt qlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSAx3WhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ 8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+asOFnXCapQclWi8JUEBOTxd9kxBUyI2aWUKa4vZWwCVWUGZtOyYbgrb+8STq1qudWvfubSrORx1GEC7iEa/CgDk24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD+cZjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I+da20aA1CRikiSozkd8VtUamIE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mK0B4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTt qlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSAx3WhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ 8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+asOFnXCapQclWi8JUEBOTxd9kxBUyI2aWUKa4vZWwCVWUGZtOyYbgrb+8STq1qudWvfubSrORx1GEC7iEa/CgDk24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD+cZjYA=</latexit>a1<latexit sha1_base64="ohUT5ADPwKvgotxiHTIhWi0ENqY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V 7Qe0oUy2m3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkvWNtwI1ksUwygQrBtMbxd+94kpzWP5aGYJ8yMcSx5yisZKDzj0htWaW3dzkHXiFaQGBVrD6tdgFNM0YtJQgVr3PTcx fobKcCrYvDJINUuQTnHM+pZKjJj2s/zUObmwyoiEsbIlDcnV3xMZRlrPosB2RmgmetVbiP95/dSEDT/jMkkNk3S5KEwFMTFZ/E1GXDFqxMwSpIrbWwmdoEJqbDoVG4K3+vI66VzVPbfu3V/Xmo0ijjKcwTlcggc30IQ7aEEbKIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04 xcwp/4Hz+AOWVjX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohUT5ADPwKvgotxiHTIhWi0ENqY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V 7Qe0oUy2m3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkvWNtwI1ksUwygQrBtMbxd+94kpzWP5aGYJ8yMcSx5yisZKDzj0htWaW3dzkHXiFaQGBVrD6tdgFNM0YtJQgVr3PTcx fobKcCrYvDJINUuQTnHM+pZKjJj2s/zUObmwyoiEsbIlDcnV3xMZRlrPosB2RmgmetVbiP95/dSEDT/jMkkNk3S5KEwFMTFZ/E1GXDFqxMwSpIrbWwmdoEJqbDoVG4K3+vI66VzVPbfu3V/Xmo0ijjKcwTlcggc30IQ7aEEbKIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04 xcwp/4Hz+AOWVjX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohUT5ADPwKvgotxiHTIhWi0ENqY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V 7Qe0oUy2m3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkvWNtwI1ksUwygQrBtMbxd+94kpzWP5aGYJ8yMcSx5yisZKDzj0htWaW3dzkHXiFaQGBVrD6tdgFNM0YtJQgVr3PTcx fobKcCrYvDJINUuQTnHM+pZKjJj2s/zUObmwyoiEsbIlDcnV3xMZRlrPosB2RmgmetVbiP95/dSEDT/jMkkNk3S5KEwFMTFZ/E1GXDFqxMwSpIrbWwmdoEJqbDoVG4K3+vI66VzVPbfu3V/Xmo0ijjKcwTlcggc30IQ7aEEbKIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04 xcwp/4Hz+AOWVjX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohUT5ADPwKvgotxiHTIhWi0ENqY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V 7Qe0oUy2m3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkvWNtwI1ksUwygQrBtMbxd+94kpzWP5aGYJ8yMcSx5yisZKDzj0htWaW3dzkHXiFaQGBVrD6tdgFNM0YtJQgVr3PTcx fobKcCrYvDJINUuQTnHM+pZKjJj2s/zUObmwyoiEsbIlDcnV3xMZRlrPosB2RmgmetVbiP95/dSEDT/jMkkNk3S5KEwFMTFZ/E1GXDFqxMwSpIrbWwmdoEJqbDoVG4K3+vI66VzVPbfu3V/Xmo0ijjKcwTlcggc30IQ7aEEbKIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04 xcwp/4Hz+AOWVjX8=</latexit>
⌘(x0, a1)
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Figure 7. (a) 5-state MDP, reward is zero everywhere except at the
terminal states x3 and x4 which have stochastic rewards. (b) We
show the true return distributions η(x0, a1) and η(x0, a2), and the
expected returns estimated by CDRL, QDRL, and EDRL.
consistency. At start state x0 the agent has the choice of
two actions, leading down two paths and culminating in two
different reward distributions. The rewards at terminal states
x3 and x4 are sampled from (shifted) exponential distribu-
tions with densities e−λ (λ ≥ 0) and eλ+1.85 (λ ≤ 1.85),
respectively. Transitions are deterministic, and γ = 1. For
CDRL, we take bin locations at (z1, z2, z3) = (0, 1, 2).
Figure 7b shows the true return distributions, their expecta-
tions, and the means estimated by CDRL, QDRL and EDRL.
Due to a lack of mean consistency both CDRL and QDRL
learn a sub-optimal greedy policy. For CDRL, this is due
to the true return distributions having support outside [0, 2],
and for QDRL, this is due to the quantiles not capturing tail
behaviour. In contrast, EDRL correctly learns the means of
both return distributions, and so is able to act optimally.
5.3. Expectile regression DQN
To demonstrate the effectiveness of EDRL at scale, we com-
bine the EDRL update in Algorithm 2 with the architecture
of QR-DQN to obtain a new deep RL agent, expectile regres-
sion DQN (ER-DQN). Precise details of the architecture,
training algorithm, and environments are given in Appendix
Section D. We evaluate ER-DQN on a suite of 57 Atari
games using the Arcade Learning Environment (Bellemare
et al., 2013). In Figure 8, we plot mean and median human
normalised scores for ER-DQN with 11 atoms, and compare
against DQN, QR-DQN (which learns 200 Huber quantile
statistics), and a naive implementation of ER-DQN that
doesn’t use an imputation strategy, learning 201 expectiles.
All methods were re-run for this paper, and results were
averaged over 3 seeds. In practice, we found that with 11
expectiles, ER-DQN already offers strong performance rela-
tive to these other approaches, and that with this number of
statistics, the additional training overhead due to the SciPy
optimiser calls is low.
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Figure 8. Mean and median human normalised scores across all
57 Atari games. Number of statistics learnt for each algorithm
indicated in parentheses.
In terms of mean human normalised score, ER-DQN rep-
resents a substantial improvement over both QR-DQN and
the naive version of ER-DQN that does not use an impu-
tation strategy. We hypothesise that the mean consistency
of EDRL (in contrast to other DRL methods; see Section
4.3) is partially responsible for these improvements, and
leave further investigation of the role of mean consistency in
DRL as a direction for future work. We also remark that the
performance of ER-DQN shows that there may be signifi-
cant practical value in applying the framework developed
in this paper to other families of statistics. It remains to be
seen if the presence of partial observability may induce non-
trivial distributions, which could also explain ER-DQN’s
improved performance in some games. Investigation into
the robustness of ER-DQN with regards to the precise im-
putation strategy used is also a natural question for future
work.
6. Conclusion
We have developed a unifying framework for DRL in terms
of statistical estimators and imputation strategies. Through
this framework, we have developed a new algorithm, EDRL,
as well as proposing algorithmic adjustments to an existing
approach. We have also used this framework to define the
notion of Bellman closedness, and provided new approxi-
mation guarantees for existing algorithms.
This paper also opens up several avenues for future research.
Firstly, the framework of imputation strategies has the po-
tential to be applied to a wide range of collections of statis-
tics, opening up a large space of new algorithms to explore.
Secondly, our analysis has shown that a lack of Bellman
closedness necessarily introduces a source of approximation
error into many DRL algorithms; it will be interesting to see
how this interacts with errors introduced by function approx-
imation. Finally, we have focused on DRL algorithms that
can be interpreted as learning a finite collection of statistics
in this paper. One notable alternative is implicit quantile
networks (Dabney et al., 2018), which attempt to learn an
uncountable collection of quantiles with a finite-capacity
function approximator; it will also be interesting to extend
our analysis to this setting.
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Appendices
A. Distributional reinforcement learning algorithms
For completeness, we give full descriptions of CDRL and QDRL algorithms in this section, complementing the details given
in Section 2.2. We also summarise CDRL, QDRL, the exact approach to distributional RL, and our proposed algorithm
EDRL, in Figure 10 at the end of this section.
A.1. The distributional Bellman operator
In accordance with the distributional Bellman equation (3), the distributional Bellman operator T pi : P(R)X×A →
P(R)X×A is defined by Bellemare et al. (2017) as
(T piη)(x, a) = Epi [(fR0,γ)#η(X1, A1)|X0 =x,A0 =a] ,
for all η ∈P(R)X×A.
A.2. Categorical distributional reinforcement learning
As described in Section 2.2, CDRL algorithms are an approach to distributional RL that restrict approximate distributions
to the parametric family of the form {∑Kk=1 pkδzk |∑Kk=1 pk = 1, pk ≥ 0∀k} ⊆ P(R), where z1 < · · · < zK are an
evenly spaced, fixed set of supports. For evaluation of a policy pi : X → P(A), given a collection of approximations
(η(x, a)|(x, a) ∈ X ×A), the approximation at (x, a) ∈ X ×A is updated according to:
η(x, a)← ΠCEpi [(fR0,γ)#η(X1, A1)|X0 =x,A0 =a] .
Here, ΠC :P(R)→P({z1, . . . , zK}) is a projection operator defined for a single Dirac delta as
ΠC(δw) =

δz1 w ≤ z1
w−zk+1
zk−zk+1 δzk +
zk−w
zk−zk+1 δk+1 zk ≤ w ≤ zk+1
δzK w ≥ zK ,
(12)
and extended affinely and continuously. In the language of operators, the CDRL update may be neatly described as
η ← ΠCT piη, where we abuse notation by interpreting ΠC as an operator on collections of distributions indexed by
state-action pairs, applying the transformation in Expression (12) to each distribution. The supremum-Crame´r distance is
defined as
`2(η1, η2) = sup
(x,a)∈X×A
`2(η1(x, a), η2(x, a)) = sup
(x,a)∈X×A
(∫
R
|Fη1(x,a)(t)− Fη2(x,a)(t)|2dt
) 1
2
.
for all η1, η2 ∈P(R)X×A, where for any µ ∈P(R), Fµ denotes the CDF of µ. The operator ΠCT pi is a√γ-contraction
in the supremum-Crame´r distance, and so by the contraction mapping theorem, repeated CDRL updates converge to a unique
limit point, regardless of the initial approximate distributions. For more details on these results and further background, see
Bellemare et al. (2017); Rowland et al. (2018).
Stochastic approximation. The update η ← ΠCT piη is typically not computable in practice, due to unknown/intractable
dynamics. An unbiased approximation to (T piη)(x, a) may be obtained by interacting with the environment to obtain a
transition (x, a, r, x′, a′), and computing the target
(fr,γ)#η(x
′, a′) .
It can be shown (Rowland et al., 2018) that the following is an unbiased estimator for the CDRL update (ΠCT piη)(x, a):
ΠC(fr,γ)#η(x′, a′) .
Finally, the current estimate η(x, a) can be moved towards the stochastic target by following the (semi-)gradient of some
loss, in analogy with semi-gradient methods in classical RL. Bellemare et al. (2017) consider the KL loss
KL(ΠC(fr,γ)#η(x′, a′) || η(x, a)) ,
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and update η(x, a) by taking the gradient of the loss through the second argument with respect to the parameters p1:K(x, a).
Other losses, such as the Crame´r distance, may also be considered (Rowland et al., 2018).
Control. All variants of CDRL for evaluation may be modified to become control algorithms. This is achieved by
adjusting the distribution of the action A1 in the backup in an analogous way to classical RL algorithms. Instead of having
A1 ∼ pi(·|X1), we instead select A1 based on the currently estimated expected returns for each of the actions at the state
X1. For Q-learning-style algorithms, the action corresponding to the highest estimated expected return is selected:
A1 = arg max
a∈A
EZ∼η(X1,a)[Z] .
However, other choices are possible, such as SARSA-style ε-greedy action selection.
A.3. Quantile distributional reinforcement learning
As described in Section 2.2, QDRL algorithms are an approach to distributional RL that restrict approximate distributions to
the parametric family of the form { 1K
∑K
k=1 δzk |z1:K ∈ RK} ⊆P(R). For evaluation of a policy pi : X →P(A), given
a collection of approximations (η(x, a)|(x, a) ∈ X ×A), the approximation at (x, a) ∈ X ×A is updated according to:
η(x, a)← ΠW1Epi [(fR0,γ)#η(X1, A1)|X0 =x,A0 =a] , .
Here, ΠW1 :P(R)→P(R) is a projection operator defined by
ΠC(µ) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
δF−1µ (τk) ,
where τk = 2k−12K , and Fµ is the CDF of of µ. As noted in Section 2.2, F
−1
µ (τ) may also be characterised as the minimiser
(over q ∈ R) of the quantile regression loss QR(q;µ, τ) = EZ∼µ [[τ1Z>q + (1− τ)1Z≤q] |Z − q|]; this perspective turns
out to be crucial in deriving a stochastic approximation version of the algorithm.
Stochastic approximation. As for CDRL, the update η ← ΠW1T piη is typically not computable in practice, due to
unknown/intractable dynamics. Instead, a stochastic target may be computed by using a transition (x, a, r, x′, a′), and
updating each atom location zk(x, a) at the current state-action pair (x, a) by following the gradient of the QR loss:
∇qQR(q; (fr,γ)#η(x′, a′), τk)
∣∣
q=zk(x,a)
.
Because the QR loss is affine in its second argument, this yields an unbiased estimator of the true gradient
∇qQR(q; (T piη)(x, a), τk)
∣∣
q=zk(x,a)
.
Control. The methods for evaluation described above may be modified to yield control methods in exactly the same as
described for CDRL in Section A.2.
A.4. Quantiles versus expectiles
e⌧ q⌧
Pr{Z  q⌧}
Pr{Z > q⌧}Expectiles
Quantiles
Pr{Z  q⌧}
Pr{Z  q⌧}+ Pr{Z > q⌧}
FZ(q⌧ ) = ⌧=FZ
R0
1
E [⌅]
E [⌅+⌅] =
E [(e⌧   Z)+]
E [|Z   e⌧ |] = ⌧
Figure 9. Diagram illustrating the similarities
and differences of quantiles and expectiles.
Quantiles of a distribution are given by the inverse of the cumulative distribu-
tion function. As such, they fundamentally represent threshold values for the
cumulative probabilities. That is, the quantile at τ , qτ , is greater than or equal
to τ × 100% of the outcome values. In contrast, expectiles also take into
account the magnitude of outcomes; the expectile at τ , eτ , is such that the
expectation of the deviations below eτ of the random variable Z is equal to
τ
1−τ of the expectation of the deivations above eτ . We illustrate these points
in Figure 9.
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Figure 10. Illustration of distributional RL, with exact updates, expectile updates (EDRL), quantile updates (QDRL), and categorical
updates (CDRL).
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B. Proofs
B.1. Proofs of results from Section 3
Lemma 3.2. CDRL updates, with distributions supported on z1 < . . . < zK , can be interpreted as learning the values of
the following statistics of return distributions:
szk,zk+1(µ)=EZ∼µ
[
hzk,zk+1(Z)
]
for k=1, . . . ,K−1 ,
where for a < b, ha,b : R→ R is a piecewise linear function defined so that ha,b(x) is equal to 1 for x ≤ a, equal to 0 for
x ≥ b, and linearly interpolating between ha,b(a) and ha,b(b) for x ∈ [a, b].
Proof. We first observe that the projection operator ΠC , defined in Section A.2, preserves each of the statistics
sz1,z2 , . . . , szK−1,zK , in the sense that for any distribution µ, we have szk,zk+1(µ) = szk,zk+1(ΠCµ) for all k = 1, . . . ,K.
Secondly, we observe that that the map {∑Kk=1 pkδzk |∑Kk=1 pk = 1, pk ≥ 0∀k} 3 µ 7→ (sz1,z2(µ), . . . , szK−1,zK (µ)) ∈
RK−1 is injective; each distribution has a unique vector of statistics. Thus, CDRL can indeed be interpreted as learning
precisely the set of statistics sz1,z2 , . . . , szK−1,zK .
B.2. Proofs of results from Section 4.1
Lemma 4.2. For each K ∈ N, the set of statistics consisting of the first K moments is Bellman closed.
Proof. We begin by introducing notation. Let sk : µ 7→ EZ∼µ
[
Zk
]
be the kth moment functional, for k = 1, . . . ,K. We
now compute
sk(ηpi(x, a)) = EZ∼ηpi(x,a)
[
Zk
]
=
∑
(x′,a′)∈X×A
∫
R
R(dr|x, a)p(x′|x, a)pi(a′|x′)EZ∼ηpi(x′,a′)
[
(r + γZ)k
]
=
∑
(x′,a′)∈X×A
∫
R
R(dr|x, a)p(x′|x, a)pi(a′|x′)
k∑
m=0
(
k
m
)
γk−mEZ∼ηpi(x′,a′)
[
Zk−m
]
rm
=
∑
(x′,a′)∈X×A
∫
R
R(dr|x, a)p(x′|x, a)pi(a′|x′)
k∑
m=0
(
k
m
)
γk−msk−m(ηpi(x′, a′))rm
= E
[
k∑
m=0
(
k
m
)
γk−msk−m(ηpi(X1, A1))Rm0
∣∣∣∣∣X0 = x,A0 = a
]
.
Thus, sk(ηpi(x, a)) can be expressed in terms of R0 and s1:K(ηpi(X1, A1)), as required.
Theorem 4.3. The only finite sets of statistics of the form s(µ) = EZ∼µ[h(Z)] that are Bellman closed are given by
collections of statistics s1, . . . , sK :P(R)→ R with the property that the linear span {
∑K
k=0 αksk|αk ∈ R ∀k} is equal
to the linear span of the set of moment functionals {µ 7→ EZ∼µ
[
Zl
] |l = 0, . . . , L}, for some L ≤ K, where s0 is the
constant functional equal to 1.
Proof. Suppose s1, . . . , sK : P(R) → R form a Bellman closed set of statistical functionals of the form sk(µ) =
EZ∼µ [hk(Z)] for some measurable hk : R→ R, for each k = 1, . . . ,K. Now note that for any MDP (X ,A, p, γ,R), we
have the following equation:
sk(ηpi(x, a)) =
∑
(x′,a′)∈X×A
∫
R
R(dr|x, a)p(x′|x, a)pi(a′|x′)sk((fr,γ)#ηpi(x′, a′)) ,
for all (x, a) ∈ X × A, and for each k = 1, . . . ,K. By assumption of Bellman closedness, the right-hand side of this
equation may be written as a function of R(x, a), γ, and the collection of statistics (s1:K(ηpi(x′, a′))|(x′, a′) ∈ X × A).
Since this must hold across all valid sets of return distributions, it must the case that each sk((fr,γ)#ηpi(x′, a′)) may be
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written as a function of r, γ and s1:K(ηpi(x′, a′)); we will write sk((fr,γ)#ηpi(x′, a′)) = g(r, γ, s1:K(ηpi(x′, a′))) for some
g.
We next claim that g(r, γ, s1:K(ηpi(x′, a′))) is affine in s1:K(ηpi(x′, a′)). To see this, note that both sk((fr,γ)#ηpi(x′, a′))
and s1:K(ηpi(x′, a′)) are affine as functions of the distribution ηpi(x′, a′), by assumption on the form of the statistics s1:K .
Therefore g(r, γ, ·) too is affine on the (convex) codomain of s1:K .
Thus, we have
EZ∼ηpi(x′,a′) [hk(r + γZ)] = a0(r, γ) +
K∑
k′=1
ak′(r, γ)EZ∼ηpi(x′,a′) [hk′(Z)] , (13)
for some functions a0:K : R× [0, 1)→ R. By taking ηpi(x′, a′) to be a Dirac delta at an arbitrary real number, we obtain
hk(r + γx) = a0(r, γ) +
K∑
k′=1
ak′(r, γ)hk′(x) for all x ∈ R . (14)
In particular, the function hk(γx) lies in the span of the functions h1, . . . , hK ,1, where 1 is the constant function at 1.
Further, hk(r + γx) lies in this span for all r ∈ R, and so the collection of functions {x 7→ hk(r + γx)|r ∈ R} lies in
a finite-dimensional subspace of functions. We may now appeal to Theorem 1 of Engert (1970), which states that any
finite-dimensional space of functions which is closed under translation is spanned by a set of functions of the form
J⋃
j=1
{x 7→ x` exp(λjx) | 0 ≤ ` ≤ Lj} , (15)
for some finite subset {λ1, . . . , λJ} of C. From this, we deduce that each function x 7→ hk(x) may be expressed as a
linear combination of functions of the form appearing in the set in expression (15). Further, enforcing the condition that
the linear span must be closed under composition with fr,γ with γ ∈ [0, 1) rules out any values of λj above which are not
zero. Therefore, the linear span of the functions h1, . . . , hK ,1 must be equal to the span of some set of monomials x 7→ x`,
0 ≤ ` ≤ L, for some L ∈ N, and hence the statement of the theorem follows.
Lemma 4.4. The sets of statistics learnt under (i) CDRL, and (ii) QDRL, are not Bellman closed.
Proof. (i) This follows as a special case of Theorem 4.3, since the statistics learnt by CDRL are expectations, as shown in
Lemma 3.2.
(ii) Quantiles cannot be expressed as expectations, and so we cannot appeal to Theorem 4.3. We instead proceed by
describing a concrete counterexample to Bellman closedness. Fix a number K ∈ N of quantiles. Consider an MDP with a
single action, and an initial state x0 which transitions to one of two terminal states x1, x2 with equal probability. Suppose
there is no immediate reward at state x0. We consider two different possibilities for reward distributions at states x1, x2,
and show that these two possibilities yield the same quantiles for the return distributions at states x1 and x2, but different
quantiles for the return distribution at state x0; thus demonstrating that finite sets of quantiles are not Bellman closed.
Firstly, suppose rewards are drawn from Unif([0, 1]) at state x1 and Unif([1/K, 1 + 1/K]) at x2, so that the 2k−12K -quantile
of the return at states x1 and x2 are 2k−12K and
2k+1
2K , for each k = 1, . . . ,K. Then the return distribution at state x0 is the
mixture 12Unif([0, γ]) +
1
2Unif([γ/K, γ + γ/K]), and hence the
1
2K -quantile is
γ
K . Now, suppose instead that the reward
distribution at state x1 is 1K
∑K
k=1 δ 2k−1
2K
and the reward distribution at x2 is 1K
∑K
k=1 δ 2k+1
2K
. Then the 12K -quantile of the
return distribution at state x0 is 3γ2K .
B.3. Proofs of results from Section 4.2
In this section, we use operator notation reviewed in Section A. In both proofs, the supremum-Wasserstein distance will
be of use, defined as W 1(µ1, µ2) = sup(x,a)∈X×AW1(µ1(x, a), µ2(x, a)) for all µ1, µ2 ∈ P1(R)X×A. Before proving
theorem 4.6, we state and prove an auxiliary lemma.
Lemma B.1. Let ΠC be the Crame´r projection for equally-spaced support points z1 < · · · < zK , defined in Appendix
Section A.2. (i) ΠC is a non-expansion in W1. (ii) For any distribution µ ∈ P(R) supported on [z1, zK ], we have
W1(ΠCµ, µ) ≤ zK−z12(K−1) .
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Proof. In the proof of the first claim, we use the following characeterisation of the Crame´r projection (Rowland et al.,
2018). For any distribution µ ∈P(R) with CDF Fµ, the CDF of ΠCµ is given by FΠCµ(v) = 1zk+1−zk
∫ zk+1
zk
Fµ(t)dt for
v ∈ [zk, zk+1), k = 1, . . . ,K − 1, with FΠCµ equal to 0 on (∞, z1) and equal to 1 on [zK ,∞).
(i) Let µ1, µ2 ∈P(R). We compute
W1(µ1, µ2) ≥
K−1∑
k=1
∫ zk+1
zk
|Fµ1(t)− Fµ1(t)|dt ≥
K∑
k=1
(zk+1 − zk)|FΠCµ1(zk)− FΠCµ1(k)| = W1(ΠCµ1,ΠCµ2) ,
as required. The first inequality comes from expressing the Wasserstein distance between two distributions as the L1 distance
between their CDFs, and truncating the corresponding integral at z1 and zK . The second inequality follows from Jensen’s
inequality.
(ii) We first introduce some notation. Let l, u : [z1, zK ]→ {z1, . . . , zK} be functions such that l(y) is the largest element of
{z1, . . . , zK} which is less than or equal to y, and u(y) is the smallest element of {z1, . . . , zK} which is greater than or
equal to y, for all y ∈ [z1, zK ]. A valid coupling between µ and ΠC is then given as follows. Let Y ∼ µ, and conditional on
Y , let p ∼ Bernoulli
(
Y−l(Y )
u(Y )−l(Y )
)
if Y 6∈ {z1, . . . , zK}, and p = 1 almost surely conditional on Y ∈ {z1, . . . , zK}. Then
define Z = pl(Y ) + (1 − p)u(Y ). It is straightforward to check that the marginal distribution of Z is ΠCµ, and we can
straightforwardly upper-bound the transport cost associated with this coupling, by observing that for each possible value
y of Y , the contribution to the transport cost is 0 if y ∈ {z1, . . . , zK}, and u(y)−yu(y)−l(y) (y − l(y)) + y−l(y)u(y)−l(y) (u(y) − y) ≤
u(y)−l(y)
2 =
zK−z1
2(K−1) . Therefore, integrating over the distribution of Y gives a transport cost of at most
zK−z1
2(K−1) , which gives
the required bound on the Wasserstein distance.
Theorem 4.6. Consider the classM of MDPs with a fixed discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1), and immediate reward distributions
supported on [−Rmax, Rmax]. The set of statistics and imputation strategy corresponding to CDRL with evenly spaced
bin locations at −Rmax/(1 − γ) = z1 < · · · < zK = Rmax/(1 − γ) is ε-approximately Bellman closed forM, where
ε = γ2(1−γ)(K−1) .
Proof. For the CDRL statistics, we have szk,zk+1(ηpi(x, a)) = szk,zk+1(ΠCηpi(x, a)) for k = 1, . . . ,K and all (x, a) ∈
X×A. Further, since ΠCηpi(x, a) is supported on {z1, . . . , zK} for all (x, a) ∈ X×A, we have that szk,zk+1(ΠCηpi(x, a)) =
F−1ΠCηpi(x,a)(zk). Let (η(x, a)|(x, a) ∈ X ×A) be the set of approximate distributions learnt by CDRL. As noted in Appendix
Section A.2, η is the fixed point of the projected Bellman operator ΠCT pi , and ηpi is the fixed point of the Bellman operator
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T pi . We now compute:
1
K − 1
K−1∑
k=1
∣∣szk,zk+1(η(x, a))− szk,zk+1(ηpi(x, a))∣∣
=
1
K − 1
K−1∑
k=1
∣∣szk,zk+1(η(x, a))− szk,zk+1(ΠCηpi(x, a))∣∣
=
1
K − 1
K−1∑
k=1
∣∣∣F−1η(x,a)(zk)− F−1ΠCηpi(x,a)(zk)∣∣∣
=
1
2Rmax/(1− γ)
2Rmax/(1− γ)
K − 1
K−1∑
k=1
∣∣∣F−1η(x,a)(zk)− F−1ΠCηpi(x,a)(zk)∣∣∣
=
1
2Rmax/(1− γ)W1(η,ΠCηpi(x, a))
(a)
=
1
2Rmax/(1− γ)W1(ΠCT
piη,ΠCT piηpi(x, a))
(b)
≤ 1
2Rmax/(1− γ)γW 1(η, ηpi)
(c)
≤ 1
2Rmax/(1− γ)γ
1
1− γW 1(ΠCηpi, ηpi)
(d)
≤ 1
2Rmax/(1− γ)γ
1
1− γ
Rmax
(1− γ)(K − 1)
=
γ
2(1− γ)(K − 1) ,
as required. Here, (a) follows since η is the fixed point of ΠCT pi and ηpi is the fixed point of T pi . (b) follows since ΠC is a
non-expansion in W 1, by Lemma B.1.(i), and T pi is a γ-contraction in W 1. (c) follows from the following argument:
W 1(η, ηpi) ≤W 1(η,ΠCηpi) +W 1(ΠCηpi, ηpi)
=W 1(ΠCT piη,ΠCT piηpi) +W 1(ΠCηpi, ηpi)
≤γW 1(η, ηpi) +W 1(ΠCηpi, ηpi)
=⇒ W 1(η, ηpi) ≤ 1
1− γW 1(ΠCηpi, ηpi) .
Finally, (d) follows from Lemma B.1.(ii).
Before giving a proof of Theorem 4.7, we first state and prove a lemma that will be useful.
Lemma B.2. Let τk = 2k−12K for k = 1, . . . ,K, and consider the corresponding Wasserstein-1 projection operator
ΠW1 :P(R)→P(R), defined by
ΠW1(µ) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
δF−1µ (τk) ,
for all µ ∈P(R), where F−1µ is the inverse c.d.f. of µ. Let η1, η2 ∈P(R), such that sup(supp(ηi))− inf(supp(ηi)) ≤ I
for i = 1, 2. Then we have:
(i) W1(ΠW1η1, η1) ≤
I
K
;
(ii) W1(ΠW1η1,ΠW1η2) ≤W1(η1, η2) +
2I
K
.
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Proof. We start by proving (i). Let F−1η1 be the inverse c.d.f of η1. We have
W1(µ,ΠW1µ) =
K−1∑
i=0
1
K
EX∼µ
[∣∣∣∣X − F−1η1 (2i+ 12K
)∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣F−1η1
(
i
K
)
≤ X ≤ F−1η1
(
i+ 1
K
)]
≤ 1
K
(
F−1η1 (1)− F−1η1 (0)
)
=
I
K
We can now prove (ii), using the triangle inequality and (i):
W1(ΠW1η1,ΠW1η2) ≤W1(ΠW1η1, η1) +W1(η1, η2) +W1(η2,ΠW1η2)
≤W1(η1, η2) + 2I
K
.
Theorem 4.7. Consider the class of MDPsM with a fixed discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1), and immediate reward distributions
supported on [−Rmax, Rmax]. Then the collection of quantile statistics sk(µ) = F−1µ ( 2k−12K ) for k = 1, . . . ,K, together with
the standard QDRL imputation strategy, is ε-approximately Bellman closed forM, where ε = 2Rmax(5−2γ)(1−γ)2K .
Proof. Let (sˆ1:K(x, a)|(x, a) ∈ X × A) be the collection of statistics learnt under QDRL. We denote by η(x, a) the
distribution imputed from the statistics sˆ1:K(x, a), for each (x, a) ∈ X ×A. As noted in Appendix Section A.3, η is the
fixed point of the projected Bellman operator ΠW1T pi, and ηpi is the fixed point of T pi. We begin by noting that if all
immediate reward distributions have support contained within [−Rmax, Rmax], then the true and learnt reward distributions
are supported on [−Rmax/(1− γ), Rmax/(1− γ)], and further, so are the distributions T piη(x, a) for each (x, a) ∈ X ×A.
We thus compute
sup
(x,a)∈X×A
1
K
K∑
k=1
|sk(ηpi(x, a))− sˆk(x, a)|
= sup
(x,a)∈X×A
W1(ΠW1η(x, a),ΠW1ηpi(x, a))
≤ sup
(x,a)∈X×A
W1(η(x, a), ηpi(x, a)) +
4Rmax
K(1− γ) ,
with the inequality following from Lemma B.2(ii). From here, we note that
sup
(x,a)∈X×A
W1(η(x, a), ηpi(x, a))
(a)
≤ sup
(x,a)∈X×A
[W1(η(x, a),ΠW1ηpi(x, a)) +W1(ΠW1ηpi(x, a), ηpi(x, a))]
(b)
≤ sup
(x,a)∈X×A
W1(η(x, a),ΠW1ηpi(x, a)) +
2Rmax
K(1− γ)
(c)
= sup
(x,a)∈X×A
W1(ΠW1T piη(x, a),ΠW1T piηpi(x, a)) +
2Rmax
K(1− γ)
(d)
≤ sup
(x,a)∈X×A
W1(T piη(x, a), T piηpi(x, a)) + 4Rmax
K(1− γ) +
2Rmax
K(1− γ)
(e)
≤ sup
(x,a)∈X×A
γW1(η(x, a), ηpi(x, a)) +
6Rmax
K(1− γ)
=⇒ sup
(x,a)∈X×A
W1(η(x, a), ηpi(x, a)) ≤ 6Rmax
K(1− γ)2 .
Here, (a) follows from the triangle inequality, (b) follows from Lemma B.2(i). (c) follows since η is the fixed point of ΠW1T pi
and ηpi is the fixed point of T pi . (d) follows from Lemma B.2(ii), where we use the fact that the support of the distributions
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constituting the fixed points of ΠW1T pi and T pi necessarily are supported on [−Rmax/(1− γ), Rmax/(1− γ)]. (e) follows
from the γ-contractivity of the Bellman operator T pi with respect to the metric sup(x,a)∈X×AW1(µ1(x, a), µ2(x, a)), for
µ1, µ2 ∈P(R)X×A (Bellemare et al., 2017). Hence, we obtain
sup
(x,a)∈X×A
1
K
K∑
k=1
|sk(ηpi(x, a))− sˆk(x, a)| ≤ 6Rmax
K(1− γ)2 +
4Rmax
K(1− γ)
=
2Rmax(5− 2γ)
K(1− γ)2 .
B.4. Proofs of results from Section 4.3
Lemma 4.8. (i) Under CDRL updates using support locations z1 < · · · < zK , if all approximate reward distributions have
support bounded in [z1, zK ], expected returns are exactly learnt. (ii) Under QDRL updates, expected returns are not exactly
learnt.
Proof. (i) The statistics learnt by CDRL are of the form sk(µ) = EZ∼µ
[
hzk,zk+1(Z)
]
, for k = 1, . . . ,K − 1. We observe
that the mean functional m(µ) = EZ∼µ [Z] is contained in the linear span of s0:K−1, where s0(µ) = 1 for all µ. Indeed,
m = Rmaxs0 −
(
Rmax −Rmin
K
)K−1∑
k=1
sk ,
since
x = Rmax −
(
Rmax −Rmin
K
)K−1∑
k=1
hzk,zk+1(x)
for all x ∈ [−Rmin, Rmax]. Since the singleton set consisting of the mean functional is Bellman closed, it follows that
whatever distribution is imputed, the effective update to the mean of the distribution at the current state is the same as
updating according to the classical Bellman update for the mean.
(ii) We note that the mean is not encoded by a finite set of quantiles, and hence it is impossible for expected returns to be
correctly in general. To make this concrete, fix a number K of quantiles to be learnt, and consider a single state, two action
MDP, with reward distribution 4K−14K δ0 +
1
4K δ1 for the first action, and reward distribution δ1/8K for the second action.
Fitting quantiles at τ ∈ { 2k−12K |k = 1, . . . ,K} results in all quantiles for the first distribution being equal to 0, and thus the
imputed distribution is δ0, resulting in a imputed mean of 0. By constrast, for the second distribution, all quantiles are fitted
at 1/8K, resulting in an imputed distribution of δ1/8K and an imputed mean of 1/8K. Thus, a QDRL control algorithm
will act greedily with respect to these imputed means and select the second action, which is sub-optimal as the first action
has higher expected reward.
C. Additional theoretical results
In this section, we provide several examples to illustrate the point made in Section 4.2 that in general, it is not possible to
simultaneously achieve low approximation error on all statistics in a non-Bellman closed collection.
Lemma C.1. For a fixed K ∈ N, let s1:K−1 be the statistics corresponding to CDRL (with fixed discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1))
with equally spaced support Rmin = z1 < . . . < zK = Rmax. As earlier in the paper, we denote by sˆk(x, a) the relevant
learnt value of the statistic concerned. Then we have:
sup
M MDP
pi policy
sup
x∈X
a∈A
sup
k=1,...,K−1
|sˆk(x, a)− sk(ηpi(x, a))| 6→ 0
as K →∞.
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Proof. We work with a particular family of MDPs with two states x1, x2, one action in each state, with x1 transitioning
to x2 with probability 1, and x2 terminal. In such MDPs, there is only one policy, which we denote by pi; and we drop
notational dependence on actions for clarity. No rewards are received at state x1; we specify the rewards received at state x2
below. We take a discount factor γ = 2
m
2m+1 for some k ∈ N. Fix L ∈ N, and consider CDRL updates with bin locations at
zk =
k
2L
for k = 0, . . . , 2L. Specifically, consider learning the statistic
EZ∼ηpi(x1)
[
h 1
2 ,
1
2+
1
2L
(Z)
]
.
Since there are no rewards recieved at state x1, at convergence the estimate of this statistic (which we denote by sˆ(x1)) is
equal to
EZ∼ηˆ(x2)
[
h 1
2 ,
1
2+
1
2L
(γZ)
]
= EZ∼ηˆ(x2)
[
h γ−1
2 ,
γ−1
2 +
γ−1
2L
(Z)
]
= EZ∼ηˆ(x2)
[
h 1
2+
1
2m+1
, 12+
1
2m+1
+ 1
2L
+ 1
2L+m
(Z)
]
where ηˆ(x2) is the approximate return distribution learnt at state x2. Now, consider two possible reward distributions at
state x2:
ρA = δ 1
2+
1
2m+1
+ 3
2L+1
, and ρB =
1
2
(
δ 1
2+
1
2m+1
+ 1
2L
+ δ 1
2+
1
2m+1
+ 2
2L
)
.
Under these two reward distributions, the fitted distribution η(x2) is the same, namely ρB , and thus the estimate sˆ(x1) is the
same. Our aim is to show that for these two different reward distributions, the difference of the true values of the statistic
sˆ(x1) is independent of L, and hence the value of sˆ(x1) cannot converge to the true statistic as L→∞. To achieve this,
and finish the proof, we calculate directly. In the case where the reward distribution at state x2 is ρA, we have (assuming
L > m+ 1)
s(ηpi(x1)) = EZ∼ρA
[
h 1
2+
1
2m+1
, 12+
1
2m+1
+ 1
2L
+ 1
2L+m
(Z)
]
= 0 .
In the case where the reward distribution at state x2 is ρB , we have
s(ηpi(x1)) = EZ∼ρB
[
h 1
2+
1
2m+1
, 12+
1
2m+1
+ 1
2L
+ 1
2L+m
(Z)
]
=
=
1
2
(
( 12 +
1
2m+1 +
1
2L
)− ( 12 + 12m+1 + 12L + 12L+m )
( 12 +
1
2m+1 )− ( 12 + 12m+1 + 12L + 12L+m )
)
=
1
2
(
1
2m + 1
)
.
Lemma C.2. For a fixed K ∈ N, let s1:K−1 be the statistical functionals corresponding to by QDRL (with fixed discount
factor γ ∈ [0, 1)). As earlier in the paper, we denote by sˆk(x, a) the relevant learnt value of the statistic concerned. Then
we have:
sup
M MDP
pi policy
sup
x∈X
a∈A
sup
k=1,...,K
|sˆk(x, a)− sk(ηpi(x, a))| 6→ 0
as K →∞.
Proof. We work with a particular family of MDPs with three states x0, x1, x2, one action in each state, with x0 transitioning
to x1 with probability 12 − ε and with x0 transitioning to x2 with probability 12 + ε with ε 1. We take x1 and x2 to be
terminal, no rewards are received at state x0; we specify the rewards received at state x1 and x2 below. We suppose in the
following that K is odd.
The reward distributions at state x1 and x2 are given by
ρ1 =
(
1
2K
− ε
)
δ0 +
(
2K − 1
2K
+ ε
)
δ1 , and ρ2 =
(
1
2K
− ε
)
δ0 +
(
2K − 1
2K
+ ε
)
δ−1 .
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Under these reward distributions the fitted return distributions are:
η(x1) = δ1 , and η(x2) = δ−1 .
Therefore, we have
sK+1
2
(ηpi(x0)) = 0 , and sˆK+1
2
(x0) = −γ .
D. ER-DQN experimental details
D.1. ER-DQN architecture
As discussed in Section 5.3, the ER-DQN architecture matches the exact architecture of QR-DQN (Dabney et al., 2017). The
Q-network, for a given input x, outputs expectiles eτ1:K (x, a) for each a ∈ A. In our experiments with 11 statistics, we take
τ1:11 to be linearly spaced with τ1 = 0.01, τ11 = 0.99. Note that we have τ6 = 0.5, and thus this expectile statistic is in fact
the mean. For the purposes of control, greedy actions at a state x ∈ X are thus selected according to arg maxa∈A eτ6(x, a),
rather than averaging over statistics as in QR-DQN. For the imputation strategy, we take the root-finding problem in
Expression (7), and use a call to the SciPy root routine with default parameters.
D.2. Training details
We use the Adam optimiser with a learning rate of 0.00005, after testing learning rates 0.00001, 0.00003, 0.00005, 0.00007,
and 0.0001 on a subset of 6 Atari games. All other hyperparameters in training correspond to those used in (Dabney et al.,
2017). In particular, the target distribution is computed from a target network. Note that each training pass requires a call to
the SciPy optimiser to compute the imputed samples, and thus in general will be more computationally expensive than other
deep distributional Q-learning-style agents, such as C51 and QR-DQN. However, by parallelising the optimiser calls for a
minibatch of transitions across several CPUs, we found that training times when using 11 expectiles to be comparable to
training times of QR-DQN.
For ER-DQN Naive, we found that results were slightly improved by using 201 expectiles compared to 11, so include results
with this larger number of statistics in the main paper. We take τ1:201 according to the same prescription as for QR-DQN:
linearly spaced, with τ1 = 1/(2× 201) and τ201 = 1− 1/(2× 201).
D.3. Environment details
We use the Arcade Learning Environment (Bellemare et al., 2013) to train and evaluate ER-DQN on a selection of 57
Atari games. The precise parameter settings of the environment are exactly the same as in the experiments performed on
QR-DQN, to allow for direct comparison.
D.4. Detailed results
In addition to the human normalised mean/median results presented in the main paper, we include training curves for all 4
evaluated agents on all 57 Atari games in Figure 11, and raw maximum scores attained in Table 1.
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Figure 11. Training curves for DQN, QR-DQN-1, ER-DQN Naive, and ER-DQN on all 57 Atari games.
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GAMES QR-DQN-1 ER-DQN NAIVE ER-DQN
alien 7279.5 5056.2 6212.0
amidar 2235.8 1528.8 2313.0
assault 17653.9 19156.2 25826.8
asterix 306055.9 366152.1 434743.6
asteroids 3484.4 3250.9 3793.2
atlantis 947995.0 939050.0 974408.3
bank heist 1185.7 1132.5 1326.5
battle zone 33987.2 40805.3 35098.5
beam rider 25095.7 29542.5 48230.1
berzerk 2151.2 2626.6 2749.8
bowling 58.0 63.4 53.1
boxing 99.5 99.4 99.9
breakout 505.2 538.6 509.8
centipede 11465.1 12325.3 22505.9
chopper command 12767.2 11765.8 11886.1
crazy climber 159244.2 158369.9 161040.2
defender 41098.7 32225.2 36473.5
demon attack 114530.2 108496.2 111921.2
double dunk 16.5 4.0 16.3
enduro 2294.1 1923.9 2339.5
fishing derby 21.6 18.4 20.2
freeway 27.2 34.0 33.9
frostbite 4068.1 5408.0 4233.7
gopher 82060.6 86874.1 115828.3
gravitar 937.0 942.8 680.9
hero 23799.1 21916.6 20374.5
ice hockey -1.7 -1.9 -2.7
jamesbond 5298.5 5440.4 4113.6
kangaroo 14827.6 15371.1 15954.4
krull 10591.2 10738.0 11318.5
kung fu master 49695.5 52080.6 58802.2
montezuma revenge 0.1 0.0 0.0
ms pacman 5860.4 4856.1 5048.5
name this game 20509.1 17064.9 13090.9
phoenix 15475.2 25177.3 91189.4
pitfall 0.0 0.0 0.0
pong 21.0 21.0 21.0
private eye 531.3 388.3 176.3
qbert 17573.5 14536.0 17418.4
riverraid 18125.3 15726.4 18472.2
road runner 67084.8 57168.0 64577.7
robotank 58.0 56.7 54.8
seaquest 16143.3 13501.0 19401.0
skiing -16869.1 -15085.4 -10528.6
solaris 2615.3 2483.3 2810.6
space invaders 11873.3 10099.6 14265.7
star gunner 76556.3 75404.8 88900.3
surround 8.4 8.2 8.6
tennis 22.8 22.7 5.8
time pilot 9902.0 10009.6 11675.5
tutankham 282.8 256.7 237.9
up n down 44893.6 35169.7 32083.3
venture 266.5 476.7 1107.0
video pinball 570852.7 603852.1 727091.1
wizard of wor 21667.1 24397.5 36049.8
yars revenge 27264.3 26056.7 24099.4
zaxxon 11707.1 11120.2 12264.4
Table 1. Raw max test scores across all 57 Atari games, starting with 30 no-op actions.
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E. Additional experimental results
In Section 5.1, we saw that the expectiles learned by EDRL-Naive on an N -Chain with length 15 collapsed, whereas the
expectiles learnt by EDRL were reasonable approximations to the true expectiles of the return distribution. This resulted
in lower average expectile estimation error with the latter expectiles, as described in Definition 4.5. In Figure 12, we
supplement this by plotting Wasserstein distance between an imputed distribution for the learnt statistics and the true
return distribution. This gives an alternate metric which additionally indicates how well the collection of learnt statistics
summarises the full return distribution. Under this metric, we observe that increasing the number of expectiles always leads
to improved performance under EDRL, whilst for EDRL-Naive, poor Wasserstein reconstruction error is observed for large
numbers of expectiles and/or distance from the goal state.
We also include results for N -chain environments with different reward distributions, observing qualitatively similar
phenomena as those noted for Figure 12. Specifically, we use two additional variants of the reward distribution at the goal
state: uniform and Gaussian. We plot average expectile error in Figure 13, and Wasserstein distance between imputed and
true return distributions in Figure 14.
(a) Expectile estimation error (b) 1-Wasserstein distance on imputed samples
Figure 12. Expectile estimation error and 1-Wasserstein distance between imputed samples and the true return distribution for varying
numbers of learned expectiles and different N -Chain lengths.
(a) Uniform (-1, 1) reward distribution. (b) Standard Gaussian reward distribution.
Figure 13. Expectile estimation error for varying number of expectiles and different chain lengths. Different terminal reward distributions.
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(a) Uniform (-1, 1) reward distribution. (b) Standard Gaussian reward distribution.
Figure 14. 1-Wasserstein distance for varying number of expectiles and different chain lengths. Different terminal reward distributions.
